Faithfulness
It is because of faith that we exchange the present for the future.
St. Fidelis of Sigmaringen
Pray with great confidence, with confidence based upon the goodness and infinite
generosity of God and upon the promises of Jesus Christ. God is a spring of living water
which flows unceasingly into the hearts of those who pray.
St. Louis de Montfort
The faith of those who live their faith is a serene faith. What you long for will be given
you; what you love will be yours forever.
St. Leo the Great
Unless we believe and see Jesus in the appearance of bread on the altar, we will not be
able to see him in the distressing disguise of the poor.
Blessed Mother Teresa
Girded with faith and the performance of good works, let us follow in his [Jesus] paths by
the guidance of the gospel
St. Benedict
He [Christ] protects their faith and gives strength to believers in proportion to the trust
that each man who receives that strength is willing to place in him.
St. Cyprian
My confidence is placed in God who does not need our help for accomplishing his
designs. Our single endeavor should be to give ourselves to the work and to be faithful to
him, and not to spoil his work by our shortcomings.
St. Isaac Jogues
Having a clear faith, based on the creed of the church, is often labeled today as a
fundamentalism. Whereas relativism, which is letting oneself be tossed and ‘swept along
by every wind of teaching,’ looks like the only attitude acceptable to today’s standards.
Pope Benedict XVI
I will go peaceably and firmly to the Catholic Church: for if Faith is so important to our
salvation, I will seek it where true Faith first began, seek it among those who received it
from God Himself.
St. Elizabeth Ann Seton

Faith is what gets you started. Hope is what keeps you going. Love is what brings you to
the end, Mother Angelica
Be faithful in small things because it is in them that your strength lies.
Blessed Mother Teresa
I do not pray for success, I ask for faithfulness.

Blessed Mother Teresa

I tell you the truth, if you have faith as small as a mustard seed, you can say to this
mountain, 'Move from here to there' and it will move.
Matthew 17:20

